Professional NodeJS Developer with React
skills
City: Cluj-Napoca, Remote
Role: Professional

Recruiter name: Borbely Terezia (ERNI)
Recruiter email:
terezia.borbely@betterask.erni

Description
Are you looking for new opportunities? Do you want to grow up in your career? This is your
offer! As part of the ERNI team you will be working with Swiss and German customers
operating in domains such as finance, security, medical and more. Given the wide spectrum
of projects, the technologies used will also be varied, enabling you to use your desktop,
backend, frontend and database skills to the maximum. So, when are you going to join us?
Access System for Properties Targeted for multifamily residential housing, for property
managers and tenants both. Tenants can use their phones to unlock doors, and managers
can organize who is renting and so on. The solution includes mobile apps and an Admin
Portal, with an AWS based cloud backend.

Responsibilities
The project is about developing an Access System for Properties. The product is targeted for
multifamily residential housing, for property managers and tenants both. Tenants will be
able to use their phones to unlock doors, and managers can organize who is renting. The
solution includes both mobile apps and an Admin Portal, with an AWS based cloud backend.
Our part in the development will be focusing on the admin portal and cloud backend:
Admin Portal is with React and TypeScript, UI library helps
Cloud Backend is with AWS Serverless, NodeJS and TypeScript, AWS helps, along wih
relational DB knowledge

Job requirements
Benefits
Opportunity for self-improvement and career growth Internal & external software
development education and trainings (certifications Occasional business trips within
Europe Private medical insurance Flexible working time 22 days holiday / year + 1 extra day
of holiday for every year working at the company (up to 25 Meal Tickets Referral bonus
Financial support for gym subscriptions German/English classes
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